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  Our Fort
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 Fabuleux insectes

FABULOUS 
INSECTS
A large-format book with 300 magnificent photographs 
and old illustration plates accompanied by scholarly and 
fascinating texts. This book is at the crossroads between 
the history of science, the magic of cabinets of curiosities, 
and field entomology.

Delachaux et Niestlé | 9782603028155 | 2021 
240 pages | 22 x 28,5 cm | 32.00 €

 Maroc : Art de vivre et création

MOROCCO
DESTINATION OF STYLE,  
ELEGANCE, AND DESIGN
A journey off the beaten path to showcase Morocco from 
a new angle: private homes, exclusive hotels, and tucked 
away workshops. An unprecedented look at Moroccan 
lifestyle and design today.

9782732494159 | 2022 | 192 pages 
21 x 28,5 cm | 29.90 €

Lifestyle, Leisure, Well-Being

Catherine Scotto
Nicolas Mathéus

Discover the beauty  
of Morocco as you have never 
seen it before!

Art

Denis Richard
Pierre-Olivier Maquart

Discover 50 extraordinary 
insects from all continents.
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 Mon encyclo des pourquoi :  
200 questions et réponses  
pour tout savoir

MY “WHY” 
ENCYCLOPEDIA
200 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS  
TO UNDERSTAND EVERYTHING
What is the favorite word of children everywhere?  
Why, of course! 
Why do I have a belly button? 
Why can’t I fly like Superman? 
Why do dogs sniff their butts? 
Why do planes leave white trails behind them in the sky? 
Why were castles fortified? 
Why do I ask why?
Children will find short, clear, and precise answers to 
200 questions they ask about animals, science, history, 
and also about their bodies and daily life. The figurative 
and humorous illustrations by Benoît Perroud are sure to 
attract their attention while making them laugh and think.

La Martinière Jeunesse | 9791040110033 | 2022 
112 pages | 18,6 x 22,8 cm | 14.90 €

 Notre cabane

OUR FORT
Each day, three friends meet and walk through the 
countryside to go to their fort. But one day, the wind 
blows and the branches are shaking ... A storm is co-
ming! Their walk becomes a great adventure and a real 
odyssey through a sometimes peaceful, sometimes 
threatening landscape. The three friends will remain 
united, hand in hand, until they reach their destination 
and we finally discover if their fort withstood the storm... 
Here, Marie Dorléans explores a new graphic style in this 
delicate picture book full of poetry, reminiscent of the 
universe of Miyazaki.

Seuil Jeunesse | 9791023513073 | 2022 
48 pages | 23 x 31 cm | 14.50 €

Children's Books

Marie Dorléans

Thanks to her magnificent 
illustrations, Marie Dorléans 
takes us right back to our 
childhood. Let’s embark on  
a fantastic walk to the fort  
of our dreams.

Children's Books

Louise Vercors
Benoît Perroud

A complete and illustrated 
encyclopedia to help parents 
answer the torrent  
of questions posed  
by their offspring!
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 Ukraine : Cuisine et histoire

UKRAINE
FOOD AND HISTORY
A unique but little-known culinary heritage captured in 80 
classic and contemporary recipes together with the tradi-
tions, techniques, regional ingredients, and specialties of 
Ukraine. From timeless favorites like borsch and Kiev cake 
to banosh (corn porridge), holubtsy (stuffed cabbage), and 
paska (Easter cake), this book presents easy-to-follow and 
gourmet recipes from renowned Ukrainian chefs along with 
a host of cooking tips and food preservation techniques.

9791040110064 | 2022 | 288 pages 
22 x 28,5 cm | 45.00 €

Lifestyle, Leisure, Well-Being

Olena Braichenko
Maryna Hrymych

Ihor Lylo

80 gourmet recipes 
celebrating the traditions, 
ingredients, and specialties  
of Ukrainian gastronomy.
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